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      I recently read an article on line written by Justin Evertson, a staff person with 
the Nebraska Statewide Arboretum.  The title of his article was “My Yard – May, 
The Dandelion Blues.” I was impressed with what he had to say.  His message was 
timely, and it stressed the proper use of herbicides.  It compelled me to write 
about his subject matter from a different approach.   I open with a quote from 
Justin’s article.  
 
    “When it comes to flowers, beauty is in the eye of the beholder, and the lowly 
dandelion is one of the least appreciated. Most adults who care for lawns go to 
great lengths to eradicate it.  What causes us to have such deep disdain for the 
dandelion?” 
 
     Most everyone recognizes a dandelion as a weed.   I firmly believe that a good 
share of the blame for loathing the dandelion belongs to Madison Avenue 
advertising.  For years, and especially at this time of year, newspapers, television 
and radio are hawking an assortment of herbicides solely for eradicating 
dandelions from our lawns.  Not too long ago, I remember seeing an ad on 
television designed to create a hateful attitude toward dandelions.  It began with 
an odd-looking man shouting, “The dandelions are coming―the dandelions are 
coming!”  While the man was shouting, he was running frantically through his 
yard resembling a person who had gone bonkers.   The ad then hammered the 
message that we homeowners should buy and use its herbicide to destroy the 
disdained dandelion.  As a result, repetitive advertising of this nature has 
programed us homeowners to develop a social stigma toward dandelions.  We 
have been brainwashed to experience humiliation and shame if dandelions are 
found growing in our landscape.  I find this somewhat sad.        
 
     Did you know dandelions have a favorable past?   Although the dandelion is 
not indigenous to the United States, early European settlers purposely brought 
the dandelion to the New World.  Then, the plant served as a food source, a 
medicinal source, and was deemed to have ornamental appeal. Furthermore, 
since the dandelion is one of the earliest spring flowering plants, its pollen, then 
and now, continues to serve as a major food source for spring pollinator insects.     
 
     Somewhere, since my childhood, the public’s attitude has changed significantly 
toward the dandelion.  I am not sure if little children of today incorporate the 



dandelion into their play activities, but when I was a small child, I recall the joy 
and excitement of making a dandelion chain from the hollow stems of its flower 
stalks.  It was fun to pick a mature dandelion seed head and blow on it.  Like 
magic, blowing on this fuzzy round seed head caused the release of hundreds of 
tiny white parachutes floating gracefully into the air.  I readily recall helping 
grandmother harvest young dandelion leaves to use in her salad ― a salad I 
actually enjoyed eating.  My grandfather recruited me as well.  I helped him pick 
dandelion flowers, so he could use them as a basic ingredient in the making of 
dandelion wine ― something I tasted but did not necessarily like.  Perhaps now 
that I have reflected on the joys of my childhood and the positive influence the 
dandelion had on me, will I view dandelions differently?  Probably not.   
 
     I do view the dandelion as possibly the most successful weed plant in the 
world.  They are the masters of survival.  An individual plant can live for years.  A 
dandelion lurking in a corner of the one’s yard might actually be older than the 
person walking past it.  If not destroyed, a dandelion’s root sinks deeper over the 
years and can reach 15 feet. Having escaped the herb gardens of more than one 
hundred years ago, dandelions continue their quest to succeed.   
 
    Today I am older and have a lawn of my own to maintain.  I am somewhat 
ashamed to admit, but I fit Justin Evertsons description when he says, “The public 
has a deep disdain for the dandelion.”  I am convinced we will never eradicate 
dandelions, but perhaps we could be more at ease with them.  Maybe someday, 
we may once again take a liking to them.   


